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Introduction
Food should be

enjoyed and savored.
It should be a

bonding activity.

It all started with the French lady.
While attending a conference on raising children internationally, I happened to
sit next to a woman from France. We began chatting and somehow found
ourselves on the topic of food.
The French lady had a lot to say.
She began telling me how badly the average American approaches food.
“Consuming icy drinks is terrible for your body! It throws your body temperature
off which puts a strain on everything. And when I visited Texas, I was shocked
when everyone moved on to desert before I had even finished my barbeque. I was
the guest and felt it so rude. I was offended and thought no one liked me.”
As she continued telling me everything wrong with Americans and food, I was
fascinated. I begin seeing food and table time through a different cultural lens and
was hungry to learn more. I found myself asking questions about her food culture
and soaking up her thoughts.
“Food should be enjoyed and savored,” she continued. “It should be a bonding
activity. From selecting your menu to choosing the herbs, from preparing it in the
kitchen to eating it as a family, food should be relished.”
The French lady jarred something awake in me that day. It was so obvious. After
all, we eat three (or more!) times a day and food is rich with spiritual parallels. Yet
I had missed the “relishing” part. If I were to be really honest, food was stressful in
our home. From the grocery shopping family “adventure” to planning the same old
menu items; from the pull-your-hair-out-while-trying-to-cook, correct children,
check homework, and find the lost hamster all at the same time…to the
complaining, bickering, won’t-stay-in-the-seat children at the table, food was one
huge area of stress in our home.
Until that blunt conversation I had with the French lady.
After our talk, I went home challenged to make the most of our time around the
table.
And I got out my Bible. I asked God to help me develop a more Biblical food
culture in my home, one that receives food with gladness and celebration, one that
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rejoices in the Lord who gives all things for our enjoyment, one that uses food to
nourish and bestow a blessing, one that centers on intimacy and fellowship, that
shares joyfully with others and points to Christ as our Bread.
It has been a fun, rewarding experience.
This book is a collection of ideas, games, and activities we have tried around our
table. It also includes snapshots of what goes on around other family tables and
some favorite family recipes. (I wanted to add some flavor and spice to the book,
so to speak!) I hope it serves as a fun, practical resource in deepening your family
table times.
As for our family table? Yes, there are still spills and that one little boy still has
trouble keeping his backside in his seat. And there are still times I want to throw
my hands up and say, “Forget this!”
But I don’t. And I won’t, because we are discovering the richness…the
relishing…of food.

Table Goals
Each of the ideas and activities in this book help accomplish one or more of
these five purposes:

The purpose of planning meals,
shopping for groceries, cooking, and
serving food is to get your spiritual
appetite rumbling for God’s
superiority in all things.
GLORIA FURMAN, Glimpses of Grace

Enjoy God and experience His love.
We are to taste and see that God is good. Food is one of God’s gifts by which we
are reminded of His lavish grace, His generosity, His abundant provision, His
kindness, His faithfulness, and His goodness.
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Foster intimacy and connection with one another.
One of the most intimate meals recorded in Scripture is the Last Supper. In His
final hours, Christ shared food with His disciples. At this meal, we read that John
leaned upon Jesus’ breast (John 13:23-25). What a picture of intimacy! We too can
use shared food to connect, nourish, and succor one another.

Focus on others.
The table is a natural place for hospitality and others-mindedness. You’ll find
many ideas in this book for making the table a place to serve, pray for, and bless
others. In fact, every seventh day, you will find an idea for hospitality. Some
activities will need a bit of advance planning, so be sure to look them over
beforehand.

Impart identity and restoration.
Food sets an environment for soul-nourishment. In John 21, after His
resurrection, Jesus prepared a campfire breakfast for Peter and the disciples. Here
Jesus restored Peter and spoke purpose back into his life. Jesus knew that without
this soul restoration, Peter would live in the shadow of his denial of Christ and
never fulfill his destiny. How interesting that Jesus chose the setting of a campfire
breakfast to impart such rich blessing to Peter!

Strengthen and nourish both body and soul.
While the activities herein nourish the soul, the scope of this book does not
cover healthy eating, organic, paleo, vegetarian, and the like. There are oodles of
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resources available for these topics. But it is important to mention that one major
purpose for food in the Bible is to strengthen the body. Not all foods equally
nourish and strengthen! Some of the family favorite recipes in this book are not a
perfect 10 on the “healthy” scale, but can still be enjoyed and celebrated! 

How to use this book
There are two main ways to use this book. One, it can serve as a go-to resource
when you need fresh ideas. Just thumb through and find what you need!
The second way, and the one I recommend, is to take 40 days and work through
each of the 40 everyday activities. This requires a little more planning as you will
be inviting guests to your home on days 7, 14, 21, 28, and 35. But this is a great way
to transform your table and also find “keeper” activities to incorporate into your
daily routines.
Whichever you choose, I hope this resource is a blessing to your family! And
hey—I’d love to hear your family table stories, ideas, and favorite recipes! You can
connect with me via my blog at www.ArabahJoy.com, or email me at
ArabahJoy@gmail.com. You can also follow me on Pinterest for ongoing Family
Table ideas: www.pinterest.com/arabah.

Everyday
Activities

Let your words be

full of grace,
seasoned with salt…
COLOSSIANS 4:6

This simple idea gets to the heart of the family table. The goal is to
get your family talking, laughing, and sharing by creating a jar of
questions suitable for your family. There are many websites that offer
free downloadable questions or you can write your own. Check these
sites out for sample questions and ready-made printables:

www.HowDoesShe.com/family-dinner-questions
www.BeautyAndBedlam.com/conversation-starter-questions
www.MichaelHyatt.com/how-to-have-better-dinner-conversations.html
www.AhaParenting.com/parenting-tools/communication/family-discussions
www.KeepingLifeCreative.com/freebie/12-days-of-christmas-question-jar

The
Question
Jar

You can also purchase pre-made items that do the same thing. Here
are two to check out (just look on Amazon.com): The Game of Things
or Table Talk.

When I first began intentional table time, our family seemed to
consistently encounter one big roadblock—grumbling at the table! So I
had to think of something to get past this obstacle. I am happy to
report that after three evenings of doing this game, our table talk
cleaned up and we were ready to move on to other games.
The goal of this game is to let no unwholesome thing proceed from
your mouth, but only what is edifying to the hearer (Ephesians 4:29).
This means no complaining, no fighting, no sarcasm, no mean
comments, no bad words.
To play, give everyone five clothespins as they come to the table,
and have them pin them to their clothing. Any time an unwholesome
thing is said, the person who first calls it gets to pull one clothespin
from the offending person’s shirt and put it in the middle of the table.
The person wearing the most clothespins at the end wins extra dessert.
You can make variations of the game to keep it fresh and upbeat.

The
No Grumbling
Game

Let no unwholesome word proceed from
your mouth, but only such a word as is
good for edification, according to the
need of the moment, so that it will give
grace to those who hear.
EPHESIANS 4:29

This activity involves using your table as a place of prayer. Begin by
covering your table with a large world map. For durability, place a
clear plastic table covering over the top. You can use your map to
systematically pray for different people groups and parts of the world.
Choose a place of the world to begin praying for, find it on the map,
and share facts about the people who live there.
A recommended resource for this activity is Operation World, which
can be accessed online here: www.OperationWorld.org/country-lists. Here
you can download a prayer calendar, read about countries and people
groups, and much more.
Another activity for the table map is to plot where missionaries you
know live. Bring any updates to the table with you to share and pray
for them regularly.
A final way to use your table map is to pray for Christians in other
countries. One great site to gain insight into what life is like for
believers in other countries is www.KidsOfCourage.com. A service of
Voice of the Martyrs (www.persecution.com), this site provides
downloads, coloring pages, religion fact sheets, and more.

Table
Map

God created those foods to be eaten
with thanks by faithful people who
know the truth.
1 TIMOTHY 4:3b, NLT

Keep a durable journal at the family dinner table. Daily or weekly,
have each member list blessings they are thankful for. Make sure to
number and date the entries! You can also note which family member
listed which entries. See how many you can list in a year!
A variation of this is to start the year with an empty jar on the table.
Throughout the year, write blessings on slips of paper to place in the
jar. On New Year’s Eve, empty the jar and read through the blessings.
For fun and unique prompts, printables, and thankfulness
resources, see www.AHolyExperience.com/joy-dares.

Gratitude
Journal

This simple game gets your family sharing about their day and
provides surprising insights on how to love each other. Each family
member shares what made them sad that day, what made them mad,
and what made them glad.
Use answers to serve each other, laugh together, and guide godly
thinking about daily life circumstances.

The
Sad-MadGlad
Game

When I was growing up, my parents read Scripture every morning
at the breakfast table. Nowadays, dinner is the time we are most often
together, so that’s when we read and discuss Scripture. We frequently
change what we read, using everything from devotions to topical
lessons, to pure Scripture. This time doesn’t have to be long or drawn
out; you are planting seeds! Here are some of our family favorites:
Our Daily Bread: short Scripture cards to meditate on
Daily Light on the Daily Path: twice daily Scripture compilations
Jesus Calling: a devotional book by Sarah Young
Our 24 Family Ways: part devotional, part workbook by Clay and
Sally Clarkson
Another resource is Chelsea Lee Smith’s mealtime activity cards
which are free to download from her website, www.MomentsADay.com.

Dinner
{or Breakfast}
Devotions

Go, eat your bread with joy, and drink
your wine with a merry heart, for God
has already approved what you do.
ECCLESIASTES 9:7, ESV

Sometimes we think hospitality has to be fancy and take lots of
work, but it really doesn’t have to! This week, plan a simple “jacket
potato” dinner for friends. (My British friends introduced me to the
term “jacket potatoes,” otherwise known as “baked potatoes.”) Ask
each dinner guest to bring their favorite topping and see what shows
up! Provide the potatoes, a tossed salad, and dessert, and you’ve got a
simple and delicious meal!
And if you need some motivation for hospitality, I encourage you to
check out this message by John Piper: www.DesiringGod.org/resourcelibrary/sermons/strategic-hospitality.
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Potatoes

Contribute to the needs of the saints,
practice hospitality.
ROMANS 12:13

This is a cooking activity involving the whole family. After reading
aloud the story Stone Soup (available on Amazon.com), have your
children help gather ingredients for the soup, replacing stones with
potatoes. Over soup and homemade bread, talk about the book,
cooperation, generosity, and each child’s favorite ingredient!
Interesting note: like soup itself, the stone soup story has been
around a long time and has been told all over the world.

Stone
Soup
Dinner

Do not work for the food which
perishes, but for the food which endures
to eternal life, which the Son of Man
will give to you, for on Him the father,
God, has set His seal.
JOHN 6:27

Collect a stack of 3x5 cards and a box to put them in. Record your
family story by writing each day’s date on one card, and then, as a
family, decide what happened that day that you want to remember.
Record milestones, important events, sad memories, etc., then just
rotate through them in the future. You can read what you’ve written
from previous years and talk about your family history. It’ll take you a
while to get a card for every day of the year, but there’s no rush!
An alternative to this idea would be to use the cards to record how
God worked in your lives that day, creating a “book of remembrance.”
This idea is adapted from www.MomHeart.org.

Remembering
Cards

This fun game creates a bit of chaos at the table, but the fun and
laughter are worth it! Before playing the game, you will need to create
“notes,” at least one per person. Some sample notes may read,
“Change places with a person wearing blue.”
“Change places with the person who talks the most.”
“Change places with a person having a fall birthday.”
“Change places with the youngest person in our family.”
Have each person take turns drawing a card and acting on it. Make
sure you take your plate and cup with you when you move.
Another variation might be to choose a secret word ahead of time,
and then every time that word is said, everyone moves to the left,
right, across, or whatever you can come up with!

Musical
Chairs

Sermon night is one night of the week set aside to discuss Sunday’s
message as a family. You can encourage your children to come to the
table prepared by taking notes and jotting down key thoughts,
drawings, and questions during the message. Depending on the age of
your children, you can take turns facilitating Sermon Night.
Making this a regular dinner activity trains your children (and you!)
to expect to hear from God, and teaches us how to apply Scripture to
everyday life.

Sermon

And they devoted themselves
to the apostles’ teaching and the
fellowship, to the breaking of bread
and the prayers.

Night

ACTS 2:42, ESV

A fascinating article appeared in the New York Times in March of
2013, written by Bruce Feiler (www.nytimes.com/2013/03/17/fashion/thefamily-stories-that-bind-us-this-life.html). Mr. Feiler was out to answer the
question, “What is the secret sauce that holds families together?” After
several years of looking at research, Mr. Feiler came to this conclusion:
The single most important thing you can do for your
family may be the simplest of all:

develop a strong family narrative.
BRUCE FEILER

Mr. Feiler shared studies that revealed:
The more children knew about their family’s history, the
stronger their sense of control over their lives, the higher
their self-esteem, and the more successfully they believed
their families functioned.
Why? Because these children have a strong “intergenerational self,”
meaning they know they belong to something bigger than themselves.
This brings tremendous stability and confidence and actually plays a
part in shaping a child’s identity. Is it any wonder that God instructed
His people over and over again to pass their stories on?

Storytelling

Mr. Feiler concluded his article by suggesting parents tell and retell
stories of the family’s positive moments and stories of how they
bounced back from negative ones. Here are a few great places to begin
your storytelling:

The story of how mom and dad met
The story of where each parent grew up
The stories of what life was like growing up
The stories of firsts, favorites, family traditions, etc.
The stories of each child’s birth or “gotcha” days
The stories of how each child received their name
The story of overcoming a family difficulty or hardship
The story of previous jobs, military service, etc.
The stories of funny happenings
The story of how you met Jesus
As you can see, the options are limitless and the stories are never
ending. My kids love it when we start in on, say, the story of Petunia
the Pig. Try it! You’ll be hooked!

Storytelling

For this activity, gather and laminate a photo of each family
member. I used passport photos for mine (we always have an ample
supply of those!) to keep size and dimensions the same. Place all
photos in a bowl or cup and have each person choose one of the
photos without looking. Each person will keep their drawn card a
secret and during the course of dinner, give a compliment to the
person whose photo was drawn. Work to make each compliment
timely and genuine. At the end of the meal, reveal who drew which
photo (if necessary).
This idea is adapted from www.MomHeart.org.

Compliment
Cards

Encourage one another and build one
another up, just as you are doing.
1 THESSALONIANS 5:11, ESV

Providing laughter and fun for your guests is one of the great parts
of hospitality. What’s more, the entire family can be involved in this
aspect. For your guests this week, prepare a “dinner theater.” This can
actually take place before dinner while you finish up preparations, or
after dinner while everyone is enjoying a cup of tea or coffee.
Select a suitable skit for your children to put on, or choose a favorite
book to act out. One of our favorite skits is the “elevator skit.” This skit
is funny, easy, and has no speaking parts:
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The Elevator Skit
A boy enters the scene chewing gum, acting like a business man, with a
briefcase, etc. He walks up and enters an “elevator,” where he sticks his gum
on the wall, then exits.
A kid listening to music on his headphones dances into the elevator,
leans on the wall, and gets the gum stuck to his hand. After a battle to gets
his hand unstuck, the kid looks at the gum, stretches it, picks his nose,
sneezes, etc., all getting on the gum. Finally, he rolls it up and throws the
gum at the back of the elevator, where it sticks. Kid exits the elevator.
A jock stereotype enters the elevator, leans on the back wall, and steps
on the gum, which sticks to his shoe. He stretches and pulls, working hard
until it all comes off, then sticks the gum back onto the side wall of the
elevator before leaving.
(Add more characters as needed.)
Original character enters the elevator and sees his gum. Deciding to
chew it again, he pops it in his mouth, says, “Even better!” then leaves.

Here are a few sites for selecting skits:
www.dramatix.org.nz/archive/Linkpages/Childrens.html
www.ChristianSkitScripts.com/scriptpage1.htm
www.ChristianForecasters.com/christian-skits.html
books.google.com/books?isbn=0874837855

Memorizing God’s Word is one of the most life-changing things we
can do. Doing it as a family is even better! It’s important to talk about
why the Word of God is so important to have in our hearts.
As a family, set a goal for Scripture memory, such as one verse per
week. Decide which verses you want to learn first based on your family
situation and goals. That said, I recommend starting with Psalm 19,
memorizing one verse at a time.
Use meal times to recite the verse(s) together and take turns
practicing. You can make this fun with simple games like fill-in-theblanks, an arrange-the-words puzzle, flashcards, and word searches.
For a long-term Scripture memory system, check out Appendix A.

Scripture
Memory

Your words were found and I ate them,
and Your words became for me a joy
and the delight of my heart.
JEREMIAH 15:16a

The Ears and Mouth game is a fun game that encourages listening
and politeness. First, draw and cut out “ears” and a “mouth.” You will
need one ear for each family member minus one. For example, you
would need five ears and one mouth for a family of six.
The rule of the game is that only the person with the mouth can
speak. If a person wants to speak, he must hold his ear in the air. The
person with the mouth can then exchange the mouth for the ear. Try
beginning the game with an adult holding the mouth and asking a
question from the Question Jar. See how quiet it can be around the
table as everyone waits for the mouth to start talking!

The Ears
and Mouth
Game

Theme night is a fun way to enjoy just about anything! Have each
family member choose a theme for your evening meal. Collect
everyone’s ideas on slips of paper and draw one.
Once you’ve selected your theme, have everyone decide on simple
decorations, games, and dishes that will fit the theme. Children can
also help with the preparations. For example, with the theme
“Bananas!” you could prepare banana pancakes and/or banana splits,
and play the game Bananagrams together.
Repeat this activity every month so every family member can take a
turn.

Theme
Night

Your wife shall be like
a fruitful vine within your house,
your children like olive plants
around your table.
Behold, for thus shall the man
be blessed who fears the LORD.
PSALM 128:3-4

Laughing together is an intimate, connecting activity and a family
should have lots of it! Select a family-friendly joke book (or two) and
take turns selecting jokes to read aloud at table times.

Joke
Book

Have each family member bring a favorite or new item to the family
table and share about it. Parents of younger children can prompt the
“telling” part by having questions ready to ask about their item(s).
One fun variation of this activity is to have each person bring their
item in a sock, and everyone else guesses what’s in the sock.
Another variation is to choose a Letter of the Night, where each
person brings something that begins with that letter; V, for instance.

Show and Tell
Night

For this activity, choose one or more current events happening
locally or globally to discuss, such as the latest Supreme Court
decision, a natural disaster, or areas of political conflict or unrest. Use
the table map to point out the area and pray for the people involved.
Talk about Scriptures and Biblical promises to apply to the events. This
trains children in developing a global and Biblical worldview.
A great resource with current event articles to discuss at the table is
World Magazine, accessible through its website, www.worldmag.com.

Current Events
Night

So you’re getting ready for the guests and you want to provoke
laughter and fun at the table. By all means, pull out the Mad Libs! If
you don’t have one of the ready-made booklets, you can create your
own mad lib printables at www.WordBlanks.com. Just select your desired
lib from their topical list of over 5000 and hit the print button in the
right hand corner. It prints both the word list and the fill in the blanks
form. Print enough for everyone to fill out during dinner, then take
turns reading them aloud!
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A joyful heart is good medicine…
PROVERBS 17:22

Blind Draw
Pass out sheets of paper and pencils to each family member for this
activity. Discuss and agree upon an object for everyone to draw (an
elephant, a taco, etc.) Turn off the lights or have everyone close their
eyes while blindly drawing the agreed upon object. This should be
good for several rounds of laughs! Repeat as desired.

Shut The Box
This game is suitable for children with math skills and requires dice.
Pass out sheets of paper and pencils to each family member. To start,
each player or team writes the numbers 1 through 9 horizontally across
a sheet of paper and rolls the dice. He then crosses out one or more
numbers that add up to the roll. For example, if he rolls an 8, he can
cross out the 8, or the 6 and the 2, the 7 and the 1, or the 5 and the 3.
The player continues rolling and crossing off numbers until he can’t
match a roll to the remaining numbers. Any uncrossed numbers are
added to his score (the lower the score, the better.) If the player
manages to cross off all of the numbers, he’s “shut the box.” The next
player then plays with a fresh set of numbers. Players alternate rounds
until one reaches a score of 50. Whoever has the lowest score wins.

Paper and
Pencil Time

Warning: this can be addictive! For a demonstration of the game,
check out www.ehow.com/video_4874571_play-shut-box-game.html.

What is a campfire breakfast? It is “breakfast on purpose”, intended
to bring identity and restoration to one or more family members. This
slow, nourishing breakfast is patterned after Jesus’s breakfast with
Peter, so start off by prayerfully reading through John 21. To arrange
this breakfast, you’ll need to be observant of who in your family needs
some TLC. Choose a day when you can all hang around the breakfast
table.
When Jesus restored Peter, He spoke very intentional words. First,
He asked specific, searching questions. Prepare a couple meaningful
questions you can ask your family member.
Secondly, Jesus spoke purpose statements, like “Feed My sheep,”
and “Follow Me.” Think of purpose statements you can speak to your
family member. It may be helpful to announce the breakfast in
advance and have everyone come ready to share a Scripture or word of
encouragement for the one in need.

Campfire

Behold, I stand at the door and knock; if
anyone hears My voice and opens the
door, I will come in to him and will dine
with him, and he with Me.

Breakfast

REVELATION 3:20

One of our favorite table activities is the tea party. When we
discovered one of our daughters would need daily injections of growth
hormone, I planned a special tea time to tell her why God allows us to
go through difficult things.
For this activity, have everyone select their own teacup for tea time.
Prepare a few special snacks and during tea time, read the teacup story
and talk about how God works all things together for good in our lives.
You can read about our Tea Cup Tradition and find the teacup story
here: www.ArabahJoy.com/when-you-need-some-perspective-a-tradition-fordifficult-times/

Tea Time

A great way to get the family gathered around the table is the good
ol’ fashioned puzzle. The bigger the puzzle the better…I think! Bring
out a tray with fruit, cheese, and crackers and you’re good to go.

Table Puzzle

Have your children select a country to learn more about. As you
research together, collect ideas on foods, music, culture, and dress.
Have everyone pitch in to plan a cross-culture dinner, making it as
authentic as you can. (Chinese is easy and fun—just don’t forget the
chopsticks!)

Cross-Culture
Dinner

We’ve talked about the importance of sharing your family stories;
this activity involves sharing the stories of others. Start a file of stellar,
uplifting stories that stoke faith and vision in little (and big!) hearts. As
you come across inspiring stories on the web or in the newspaper, add
them to your stash. Pull a story from your file, read it, and have your
family talk about it.

Story
Hour

One generation shall praise Your works
to another, and shall declare Your
mighty acts. On the glorious splendor
of Your majesty and on Your wonderful
works, I will meditate. Men shall speak
of the power of Your awesome acts, and
I will tell of Your greatness. They shall
eagerly utter the memory of Your
abundant goodness and will shout
joyfully of Your righteousness.
PSALM 145:4-7

This is a fun game designed to get to know your guests. Each person
thinks of a “little known” or interesting fact about themselves and
writes it down on a slip of paper (adults can help children with this
part.) Examples might be: I have a birth mark on my foot or I used to
sell furniture.
Each person folds the paper in half and puts it in a bowl. Mix them
up.
First, all the facts are read aloud by taking turns drawing a slip of
paper. Then, the facts are read aloud once again, one at a time. Anyone
at the table may make a guess as to who the fact belongs to. Once the
correct person is picked, they must explain the story behind the fact.

Hospitality
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Another variation is to include two additional “facts” about yourself
that aren’t true. Each person reads all three of their “facts,” and
everyone guesses which of the “facts” is actually true. Once the correct
one is chosen, the story behind it is then told.

Make tonight a “kids cook” night! (Parents can help as much as
necessary. ) Have the children prepare the foods they know how to
cook. Alternatively, they can plan and prepare a “finger food” meal
such as crackers and cheese, fruit tray, chips and dip, popcorn, etc.
This is fun for everyone, mom included!

Jesus said to them, “I am the Bread of
life; whoever comes to Me shall not
hunger, and whoever believes in Me
shall never thirst.”

Kids Cook

JOHN 6:35

The generosity jar is a way to encourage your family to keep an eye
out for others in need. Keep a mason jar (or peanut butter jar, coffee
tin, etc.) on the table and have everyone place loose change in the jar
daily. For children, it can come from allowance money, birthday
money, change they find on the ground, or change they work for.
Some families save up for a year and give the jar to someone at
Christmas, but this may be too long for your children to stay
motivated. If so, aim to find someone every month to bless the jar
with. Have your family always be on the lookout for opportunities to
bless others, even if it is to buy cold drinks for the garbage truck
drivers from the jar money! (Our garbage truck guys loved us!)

Generosity Jar

This activity involves reading a portion of a worthy book every night
(or morning) at the table. You can serve hot cocoa or root beer floats
to enjoy with the readings. Following the examples of others in faith,
love, generosity, integrity, and sacrifice is one of the best ways to grow
in our faith. Here are some great books to consider:
God’s Smuggler (Brother Andrew)
Peace Child (Don Richardson)
Bruchko (Bruce Olson)
Through Gates of Splendor (Elisabeth Elliot)

Missionary
Biography

We will not conceal them from [our]
children, but tell the generation to
come the praises of the Lord, and His
strength and His wondrous works that
He has done…that the generation to
come might know, even the children yet
to be born, that they may arise and tell
them to their children, that they should
put their confidence in God and not
forget the works of God…
PSALM 78:4, 6-7

This idea is to designate a “special” plate that looks different from
all your other plates and assign it to someone every night. Look for
small things to celebrate, such as losing a tooth, showing extraordinary
kindness, or making an A on a test. For a real “special” plate, search
Amazon.com for the “You are special plate.”

The “You
Are Special”
Plate

You prepare a table before me in the
presence of my enemies.
PSALM 23:5

You will need a game board, such as Candy Land, for this game.
Alternatively, you can print your own game board here:
www.donnayoung.org/homeschooling/games/game-boards.htm

Using index cards, create a set of questions for the game. See
Appendix B for sample questions. Each player will also need a game
piece. To play, Player 1 draws a question card and reads it aloud to the
player on his right (Player 2). Player 2 writes down the answer while
Player 1 writes down what he thinks the answer will be. Both players
then read their answers aloud. If they match, Player 1 rolls the dice and
moves his piece that number of spaces, then draws another question to
ask another player, continuing around the table until he misses a
question.
If the answers don’t match, Player 2 draws a question to ask the
player on his right. The first player to reach the designated end space
wins.
This idea is adapted from www.Spoonful.com.

The
“Just Ask”
Game

Maybe you’ve heard it said that every family needs a mission
statement. I do think there are benefits to having a clearly defined
family purpose. Our families need to deeply own a God-given mission.
For this activity, you will begin talking about your family’s mission.
Ask each person to share what they think God’s purpose is for your
family. Then, together create a family mission statement. It may take
more than a day to finish this activity!
It is also important to clearly define your family’s values. Values and
vision help guide our day to day decisions. Ask each family member to
answer a few questions, such as, “What do you think is important to
our family?” and “How can you tell what someone values?” Make a list
of the core values you’d like for your family.

Mission
Statement &
Family Crest

One of the ways we focus on vision and values as a family is through
our family crest. We took the better part of a year nailing down our
family values and what sort of legacy we want to pass on to our family.
Then we had a family crest designed and now have it hanging in our
home as a beautiful reminder of what makes us, us.
If you would like to have a family crest, here is the design company
that we used: www.FleurDeLis.com.

The basic idea is to choose a few games, play each game for one
minute, and give small prizes to the winners. Honestly, we scrap the
prizes; it is just as fun without them! There is an entire site dedicated
to this and includes a ton of game ideas (www.nbc.com/minute-to-win-it/)
but here are a few of my favorites:
Face the Cookie
Each person puts a cookie on their forehead. The goal is to get the
cookie in your mouth without touching it before the minute is up.
Suck it up
Each person gets a plate of Skittles®, M&M’s® or Smarties®, and a
straw. The goal is to move them from one plate to another simply by
“sucking them up” with the straw. The one with the most transferred
wins.
Junk in the Trunk

Minute
To Win It
Night

Place 8 ping pong balls inside an empty tissue box. Strap the box
around the first player’s waist. The goal is to get the balls out just by
moving around. Remember you only have one minute! (Best done in
the living room after dinner!)

This is a great idea for extended families, reunions, or for when your
kids have friends over for sleepovers. Divide everyone up into as many
“teams” as you’d like; make sure each team has at least one person old
enough to oversee the team!
You can choose a theme or dish like pizza or chili for your cook-off
or each team can choose a main dish with appropriate sides. Assign a
time limit and a budget and then have each team prepare their food.
Everyone should present their food at dinner time and vote on their
favorite.
For an example of a cook off, visit my friend Kerry’s post here:
www.PlentyPlace.com/hospitality-training-1st-annual-cousins-cook-off/.

Cook-off!

A simple notebook goes a long way at preserving family memories.
Purchase a blank notebook and at meal times, have family members
record the day’s events, highlights, and lowlights. Then affix photos,
mementos like movie stubs, nature finds, amusement park tickets, etc.
At the end of the year, review your notebook and relive the memories.

Activity
Notebook

Everyone at the table gets an empty plastic cup. This is their
“throne.” Set the plastic cup to the side of each person’s plate. Wad
small pieces of paper into balls that will fit into the cups. Make enough
for each person to have at least ten balls. On the count of three,
everyone begins throwing their paper trying to get it in each other’s
cup. The cup can’t be defended. Set a time limit of 30 seconds;
whoever has the least amount of balls at the end of time is King or
Queen of the Table.

King (Queen)
of the
Table

This is an oldie but a goodie. Select something nice for the whole
family—like a family movie pass or a note saying you are all going out
for ice cream. Wrap it up. You may choose to put a jingle bell in with it
so the parcel rattles when passed around. Now wrap with multiple
layers of plastic wrap, putting small pieces of candy in between the
layers. Every few layers, wrap with tape. (Plan on at least 70 pieces of
candy!)
Repeat until you have a ball the size of a basketball. To play, have
one person begin to take layers off the ball while the person to the
right rolls a pair of dice. When doubles are rolled, everything (ball and
dice) gets passed to the next person. The dice always stays to the right
of the player. Continue until the ball is unwrapped. Then enjoy your
treat!

Pass the
Parcel

One night as I was praying over my son, hands on his head, he
looked up at me and said, “I feel like Jacob receiving the blessing!” In
that moment of laughter, I realized the power of verbally blessing our
family members. Giving a daily blessing is a simple but powerful gift
we can bestow on our loved ones. Doing it at the table seems
appropriate…sort of like a benediction, right?!
Focus on the Family has resources for writing out a blessing for your
child step by step. Talk about hand holding! Click here to see what
kinds
of
things
to
incorporate
into
your
blessing:
www.TheBlessing.com/html/parents-step-1.html.
You may also want to check out The Family Blessing by Rolf
Garborg.

Family
Blessing

Whew! I’m exhausted! Compiling these activities was work! Now it’s
time to see what’s happening around other family tables. I hope you
enjoy these snapshots and recipes as much as I have!

Everyday
Activities

Snapshots
&
Recipes

The Indoor Barbecue for Rainy Days
By Angela DeRossett | www.JoyComesInTheMorning.net

We live in Nebraska and the one thing you can count on is that the
weatherman’s predictions are very rarely right. There are times when
the groceries have been purchased, plans have been made, and our
outdoor fun is cancelled by heavy rains and lightning. This is
disappointing—but it doesn’t have to be! Here’s our “menu” when
these days occur. They are simple recipes, and sure to bring smiles
from your disappointed children.

Barbecue Chicken Legs

The Indoor
Barbecue
Table

After thawing enough chicken legs to feed your family, put it in the
slow cooker and cover it with a regular-sized bottle of your favorite
barbecue sauce. (We use Sweet Baby Ray’s honey barbeque sauce.)
Cook for 4 hours on high or 6-7 hours on low; longer is likely to make
the chicken fall apart, although this is wonderful if you want to make
stuffed baked potatoes!

Baked Potatoes
One of our favorite ways to eat our baked potatoes is stuffed with
barbeque chicken and topped with cheddar cheese and sour cream.
Scrub your potatoes and then wrap them in foil that has coarse salt
and a tablespoon of butter inside. A famous Aussie chain restaurant
does them this way, and boy, are they good! Bake the potatoes on the
middle oven rack at 350°F for an hour. Then enjoy your potatoes
however you like them!

Corn on the Cob
Place the corn (still in its cornhusks) directly on the oven rack. Bake
at 350°F for 30 minutes. You will be surprised at how easy the husks
come off after baking! Roll them in butter, if you like, and enjoy!

The Indoor
Barbecue
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Fresh Summer Salad
This salad is so good that I often have it by itself for lunch or dinner.
I buy the plastic container of spinach leaves in the produce section.
Then I add tomatoes, cheese, boiled eggs, croutons, deli ham or
chicken. I use the honey dijon dressing, but any would work. Get
creative! You can add fresh fruit, nuts, onions, etc.

The Encore: S’mores!
No good barbeque would be complete without S’mores! To toast
them indoors, the ingredients are the same: graham crackers, jumbo
marshmallows, and some chocolate! Preheat your oven to 350°F. Place
a single row of graham crackers in a baking pan, place a small piece of
chocolate on top, and the marshmallow on top of the chocolate. Place
in the oven for 6 minutes. When finished top with another graham
cracker and enjoy!

The Indoor
Barbecue
Table

Bonding at the Table
By Kimberley Byrd

Our favorite family activity has to do with bonding. We have
adopted and bio children and one with attachment issues, so this
activity has really helped us to become ”one.”
Eating is a challenge for one of our little ones so we try to make
dinner fun. Each afternoon while we are eating, my husband and
I tell ”life stories.” To make the girls feel like they have been a part of
our hearts even before they were born, we tell funny or sweet stories
about growing up. We might share memories of being with our
grandparents in the summer, deep sea fishing with a grandfather,
sewing with a grandmother, how our cousin broke my arm shooting
me from his feet like a cannonball, or just being rocked to sleep by our
moms. We have wonderful eye contact, lots of giggles, and then
sometimes they end up wanting to continue traditions or make new
traditions from listening to the stories. It really helps them to find
ways to connect to us and see that even though they were born from
different parents, we have so many things about us that are similar.

The Bonding
Table

One of our only recipes that the entire family will eat is my sausage
quiche! (We have some serious picky eaters in our family.)

Sausage Quiche
1 pound of sausage
3 eggs
1 deep dish pie shell

1 pkg. shredded cheese
½ cup whipping cream

Cook and crumble sausage. Drain the grease and place in the
bottom of the pie shell. Completely cover with cheese and poke holes
down through the cheese with a fork. Beat the eggs until frothy.(I use a
hand mixer.) Slowly add whipping cream and continue mixing until
they are just combined. Pour mixture evenly over the cheese and let it
sit for about 5 minutes to let the eggs and cream settle. Bake at 350°F
for 40-45 minutes and serve with fruit!

The Bonding
Table

Our Family Favorites
By Marci Ferrell | www.Thankful-Homemaker.blogspot.com

Around our family table, we have enjoyed talking about current
news events through a biblical worldview by using World Magazine.
Someone chooses an article to read together out loud after the meal
and we discuss it through the lens of scripture.
A favorite when we had guests for dinner was to make place cards
and put a question on the back to get to know each other better. We’d
use simple questions like favorite books, childhood memories, or
favorite vacations, or to focus the discussion more spiritually we might
ask, “What has the Lord been teaching you?” “What is your favorite
book of the Bible and why?” “Have you had any evangelistic
opportunities?”
Here is a favorite soup recipe. This is a quick, easy and really
delicious recipe for tortellini soup. The recipe came from my cousin
about 20 years ago and has been a staple in our home ever since.

Our Family
Favorites

Tortellini Soup
1-1/2 lbs. Italian sausage
2 cloves minced garlic
(1) 28-oz. can diced tomatoes
1 cup sliced celery
1 tsp. Italian seasoning
salt & pepper to taste

1 cup chopped onions
8 cups beef or chicken broth
2 cups sliced carrots
1 cup ketchup
1 lb frozen or fresh cheese tortellini
grated or shredded Parmesan cheese

Brown sausage and drain fat, then add onions and sauté until
tender. Add garlic and sauté for a bit longer. Add beef broth, tomatoes,
carrots, celery, ketchup, & Italian seasoning, then bring to a boil and
simmer 30 minutes. Stir in tortellini and simmer until tortellini is
tender. Sprinkle with Parmesan cheese before serving. Enjoy!

Our Family
Favorites

The Sacred Table
By Kathy Schwanke | www.KathySchwanke.com

I have often said our table is anointed. I do actually oil it to make its
dull wood appear rich, but I must re-oil it regularly. In doing so, I’m
reminded that all who gather here need our Holy Spirit ‘oil-supply’
refreshed regularly!
Like most homes, our table has served as a cherished family
gathering place. Not only did we gather around it for meals, but it also
served as our home-schooling desk for several of the elementary years,
and as a gathering place for a multitude of Bible studies.
There, sitting around pine planks, we have offered up countless
prayers asking God to intervene and giving Him thanks for the
answers.
The family table offered to the Lord is a sacred place.

The Sacred
Table

Since my husband did not lead in devotions with his demanding job
schedule, I made mornings our time of gathering for the Daily Manna.
I had a devotional book called Sword Fighting by Karen Henley. Every
week (mostly—you know how it is with sometimes late and scattered
mornings!) we covered a verse/character quality.
For instance the first week was “Fighting Temptation” using Psalm
119:11—I have hidden your word in my heart that I might not sin against
you.

Each day of the week then had us read a passage centered around
the week’s theme, then we would be guided to think and talk about it.
I very much appreciated that guide in the mornings!
We had memorization contests. I wrote each verse on the back of a
card and we would quiz one another at home or on the way to school.
Having memorized these verses together, the Holy Spirit often
brought them to my mind and enabled me to use the Word of God to
bring truth to light in their heart. For instance, by asking “What does
God say about a gentle answer?” the verse they knew spoke to their
heart: A gentle answer turns away wrath, but a harsh word stirs up
anger (Proverbs 15:1).
Making meals daily was not my favorite thing. So I had a list of
about a dozen things that were ‘one-dish-meals’ that my family
enjoyed. One of our favorite meals was…

Chicken Enchiladas

The Sacred
Table

3 cooked boneless, skinless chicken breasts
2 cans cream of chicken soup
1 small onion, chopped
Grated cheddar cheese (I used marble jack)

8 oz. sour cream
1 can green chilis
10-12 flour tortillas

Spray cooking oil on 9x13 baking pan. Mix sour cream, soup, chilies,
onion and about ½ cup of cheese in a bowl. On each tortilla place a
spoonful of chicken, then spoon over the chicken the soup mixture.
Roll up and place in the baking pan. Thin the remaining soup mixture

with a little milk and pour over top of tortillas, sprinkling the
remaining shredded cheese on top. Bake at 350°F for 30 minutes, then
serve with salsa and sour cream.

A fun (family oddity) from around our table of four:
There were four of us: Mom, Dad, Kayla and Ethan. I always had a
basket of paper napkins on a stool near the table. Every night one of us
would be assigned to reach for the napkins. During one evening meal,
exactly four napkins came in one grab. When they were handed out
and there were four, someone exclaimed, “You’re a genius!!!”
For years after that we took on the challenge of grabbing the exact
amount. Whenever it was four, we squealed out in unison, “You’re a
genius!!!”

NOTE FROM ARABAH JOY: Kathy’s grown daughter Kayla and her

husband have created their own family mission statement that is
simply beautiful. Check it out here:
www.KaylaAndAndrewsWedding.blogspot.com/2013/06/so-last-night-andrewand-i-sat-down-and.html.

The Sacred
Table

The Breakfast Table
By Mary DeMuth | www.MaryDeMuth.com

I am a breakfast eater. I’ve tried (in vain) to convert my husband to
my thinking. His idea of breakfast involves two strong shots of
espresso with steamed skim milk. My children, however, are well on
their way to becoming breakfast-loving adults, coffee notwithstanding.
Some of our most memorable times around the table involve
breakfasts. With messy hair, wrinkled pajamas and beautiful (!) breath,
we’ve enjoyed the casual camaraderie that comes from a relaxing
breakfast. Often, we’ve invited friends over for Saturday breakfast—a
great way to connect over muffins or eggs. To avoid a morning rush, I
prepare muffin or coffeecake batter the night before, and I’m sure to
tame my wild morning hair with a shower. No need in frightening the
guests.

The
Breakfast
Table

Crepes
I’ve been making these crepes nearly twenty years now. Forget the
gimmicky crepe makers—all you need to make crepes successfully is a
sturdy, non-stick pan and cooking spray. Our favorite way to eat them
is Parisian style—rolled up with a smearing of Nutella inside.
Raspberry jam and Nutella are also a great combination. Aidan eats

them like pancakes, sliced into squares and topped with maple syrup.
If you’d like to take this recipe and use it to fill crepes with meat or
mushrooms, omit the sugar.
1½ cups flour
5 eggs
1/3 cup water
3 Tbs. melted butter

The
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1 tsp. sugar
1½ cup milk
1 tsp. vanilla
cooking spray

In food processor or blender, add ingredients in this order: flour,
sugar, eggs, milk, water, vanilla, and butter. Process 30 seconds until
smooth. Pour into a large measuring cup with a pouring spout. Heat
heavy-bottomed non-stick frying pan over medium-high heat and
spray with cooking spray. Pour a 6-inch dollop of batter into the
middle of the pan. Tilt the pan in a circular motion until the dollop
spreads, creating a 10-inch crepe. When the sheen is gone and the
crepe’s surface bubbles have popped, flip over the crepe in one smooth
motion with a non-metal spatula. Let cook 30-40 additional seconds.
Place crepe on ovenproof plate and keep in a 250°F oven. Each crepe
should take no longer than a minute and a half. Repeat process until
batter is spent. Place warmed crepes on table. Serve with fresh berries,
whipped cream, Nutella, powdered sugar, maple syrup, or anything
else your breakfast crowd desires. Makes 16 10-inch crepes.
Note: Did you know that crepes sing? Once you’ve flipped them
over, if you press down on them, you should hear a multi-pitched
whistle emit from the hundreds of tiny holes. My children love to hear
the crepes sing.

NOTE FROM ARABAH JOY: Check out Mary’s cookbook, The Irresistible

Table, for more awesome recipes! Crepe recipe used with permission.
www.MaryDeMuth.com/the-irresistible-table-is-here/

The
Breakfast
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The Single Mama Table
By Janelle Reed | www.SingleMomzRock.com

I went from being a stay-at-home mom for 6 years (cooking all the
time) to being a full time single mama and not hardly cooking at all.
This recipe was the first one that I can remember that my daughter
(age 6 at the time) helped me create for dinner one night during our
transition time. We still have fun making these mini pizzas to this day!

Mini Pizzas
Canned biscuits
Mozzarella Cheese

The
Single Mama
Table

Pizza or spaghetti sauce
Toppings

Preheat oven to 350°F. Open canned biscuits and tear biscuits apart
then divide biscuits in half. Put biscuit halves into a greased muffin tin
and flatten. Top with sauce, cheese and toppings of your choice. Bake
in oven according to directions on biscuit can.

Down Home Chicken & Noodles
Being a working single mom, crockpot meals are a must! This is my
girls’ favorite and leftovers are even better!
Boneless, skinless chicken breasts (approx 1 per person)
2 cans cream of chicken soup
(1) 14.5-oz. can chicken broth
(1) 16-oz. pkg. wide egg noodles
Place chicken in crockpot, and sprinkle with salt and pepper. Top with
both cans of soup. Cover and cook on low setting for six hours, or until
chicken falls apart. Meanwhile, cook egg noodles. Shred chicken and
add broth and noodles. Mix well. Cover and cook on low an additional
30 minutes or until heated through.

Muffin Tin Omelets

The
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I just recently discovered this recipe for breakfast and since you can
freeze these well they work so good for a quick heat and go breakfast!
1 dozen eggs
1 cup shredded cheddar cheese
Salt and pepper to taste

2 Tbs. milk
1 package of bacon (cooked)

Preheat oven to 350°F. Scramble eggs and milk, then add salt and
pepper. Grease muffin tin and pour egg mixture in tins to about 3/4
full. Top with cheese and any toppings you would like. My girls like
bacon and cheddar cheese. Cook about 15 min or until eggs are set.

Take out and cool. These freeze very well, just individually wrap in foil
and freeze. When you’re ready to eat, just unwrap and pop into
microwave for 1 min. Breakfast is served!

The
Single Mama
Table

The Listening Table
By Jennifer Walker

Growing up, most of my favorite memories are those that took place
around our family table. We would laugh and talk and Daddy would
teach us about something in the Bible, then we’d laugh and talk some
more, staying at the table long after our meal was finished. Sometimes,
Mom would shoo us away from the table so we could clean up and get
ready for bed. Though my mother didn’t know it then, she was
creating treasures in our hearts.
Having teenagers and schedules where not everyone is at home at
the same time has really thrown a dent in our family meals these days.
When we sit together and eat, whether it is around the table or on the
couches, I find that some of the best family time happens when we just
sit, eat, and listen to our teens, letting them begin the conversations.
We try not to use family meal time for correction or discipline. Our
goals for the family table are fellowship and knowledge of what’s going
on in the hearts and lives of our teens.

The Listening
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When our children were younger, we would ask these questions and
everyone around the table would have to answer, and we would get to
“get inside” the children’s days, and they could get a glimpse of ours:
 Best thing that happened to you today, or best part of today, or
favorite part of the day, or something that made you happy.
 Worst thing that happened to you, or least favorite part of the day,
or something that made you sad.

Another thing we used to do when the children were in elementary
school is this: We would let them each plan one family meal every few
weeks, then work with me to prepare it. They would set the table,
sometimes using “themes.” We would cook the food together, then
clean up together. They would be so proud!
We’ve also used family dinner time to do family devotions. After the
meal, we would read and discuss a devotional together.

Crockpot BBQ Roast
This is my absolute favorite “go-to” meal for the family table. It is
also great to use with company. Both children and adults like it, and
the amount made can be easily adjusted.
This is truly one of the easiest home-cooked dinners I make. We
love it—especially because it can be served in four different ways for
four different meals. If you’re looking for fast, cheap, and easy in
cooking, this is one to remember.

The Listening
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1 beef roast (whatever size you need—I always check the sale meat
section for big roasts, then freeze them until needed)
Rendezvous Seasoning rub (I know, this is a Southern thing—just
use any kind of barbecue rub you like)
Dales Sauce (another Southern thing—but it may be sold everywhere)
Heavy aluminum foil
Rub the roast with the dry rub and place it in a foil pouch. Pour
Dales over it and seal it well. Place it in a crock pot, along with about

two cups of water. Cook this on low all day or night. The longer it
cooks, the more tender it will be.
I often wrap greased baking potatoes in foil and place on top of the
roast. And, if there is room, I’ll season green beans and wrap them in a
foil pouch and place on top, too. I’ve never wrapped baked beans in
foil and cooked them this way, but I’m sure it would work, as well.
When you’re ready to make the BBQ, pull the roast out of the foil,
letting the seasoned liquid run back into the crock pot, reserving some
liquid in case it’s needed. Place the roast in a bowl and shred it with a
fork. At this point, you can do four things with it.
BBQ sandwiches: Mix BBQ sauce in with the roast, and serve on
buns. We’ll eat this with a salad and baked beans.
“French Dip”-style sandwich: Pour a little seasoned liquid onto both
sides of a hoagie roll, add cheese, and the roast. Serve some liquid on
the side to dip the sandwich in. (My husband likes to add horseradish
to his sandwiches.) I serve potato chips and a salad with this meal.
BBQ Baked Potatoes: Season the roast with BBQ sauce. Cook the
potatoes along with the roast. Cut open the potato and fill with butter,
salt, pepper, BBQ, grated cheese, and sour cream. Yummm.

The Listening
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BBQ Nachos: Mix BBQ sauce in with the roast, and serve on tortilla
chips. Top with baked beans, cheddar cheese, onions, and sour cream.
A fast, cheap, easy, basically one-dish, meal. If we really are what we
eat, this family is definitely part crockpot roast!

Jenn’s Table
By Jenn Stults | www.ConfidentInGrace.wordpress.com

We have four children ages 4 through 13, so dinner conversations be
quite lively. One thing our children really enjoy is having their own
moment in the spotlight. So when the storytelling begins, we give each
one a turn to have a say (this also teaches the other children not to
interrupt, but to be good listeners). Often our youngest son simply
grins while we all look at him, but he loves the attention.
If the table starts out quiet, I’ll often ask the kids what the best part
of their day was and give each child a chance to answer. We also take
turns giving each member of the family a chance to pray at mealtime
(a different person at each meal). We want our children to be
comfortable praying aloud. Even our four-year-olds participate! We
may not always understand them, but they can at least give a good
“Amen!” when finished.

Jenn’s Table

Jill’s Table
By Jill Rawles

This is our family’s favorite dinner. Even my picky eaters will clean
their plate when we have this chicken casserole. I often serve it with a
grape salad and green beans.

Chicken Casserole
6 chicken breasts
16 oz. sour cream
1½ sticks of butter, melted

2 cans cream of chicken soup
1½ packages of Ritz Crackers, crushed

Boil chicken and cut into bite-sized pieces. Put into bottom of 9x13
inch baking dish. Mix cream of chicken and sour cream and pour over
chicken. Mix melted butter with crackers, and put on top of casserole.
Bake at 350 degrees for 30 minutes or until bubbling.

Jill’s Table

Grape Salad
8 oz. cream cheese
½ tsp. vanilla
2–3 lbs. seedless grapes
½ cup chopped pecans

½ cup powdered sugar
8 oz. sour cream
½ cup brown sugar

Mix with mixer: cream cheese, powdered sugar, and vanilla. Fold in
sour cream and seedless grapes. Put in trifle bowl. Top with brown
sugar and pecans. Refrigerate.

Simply Great Green Beans
(6) 14.5-oz. cans whole green beans
½ cup brown sugar, packed
½ cup Hormel real crumbled bacon
Preheat oven to 325°F. Drain green beans, and pour into a 9x13 inch
baking dish. Set aside. Melt butter, and stir in brown sugar. Pour
butter and sugar mixture over green beans. Sprinkle with crumbled
bacon. Cover with foil, and bake for 30 minutes.

Jill’s Table

The Plentiful Table
By Kerry Messer | www.PlentyPlace.com

Last year was our first attempt at the Seder dinners, and the result
was so powerful with our kids that this year we invited the three
families we are discipling so they could learn the Seder to pass it on.
The Seder is a traditional Hebrew Passover meal full of Old
Testament symbolism. Each step of the meal recounts details of God’s
protection and provision for His people. As believers we celebrate the
culmination of that provision in the death, burial, and resurrection of
Christ.
NOTE FROM ARABAH JOY: Kerry has a series of blog posts explaining in

detail the Seder meal. You can find all you need to get started here:
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www.PlentyPlace.com/sharing-traditions-that-teach
www.PlentyPlace.com/the-best-Friday-our-sorta-seder
www.PlentyPlace.com/the-point-of-Easter-eggs

The Seven Up Game
By Arabah Joy

You know I can’t resist leaving you with one last game to get
everyone laughing around the table!
Divide players into two teams. Have the teams sit opposite one
another at the table. Give Team 1 a coin. Team 1 passes it among
themselves under the table, minimizing their movements and giving
false clues as to its whereabouts. When someone on Team 2 thinks he
knows who has the coin, he points at that player and shouts “Seven
Up!”

The
Seven Up
Game

The player in question must stand up and show his open hands. If
indeed he holds the coin, Team 2 scores a point and the coin changes
teams. If not, Team 1 gets a point and keeps the coin. The first team to
earn five points wins.
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Gather your supplies: a package of index cards, an index card box,
and 41 tabbed dividers to fit inside.
Label your tabbed dividers as follows and place them inside the
index card box:
1 tabbed divider labeled “Daily.”
1 tabbed divider labeled “Odd Days.”
1 tabbed divider labeled “Even Days.”
7 tabbed dividers labeled with the days of the week (Monday, etc.)
31 tabbed dividers labeled with the days of the month (1, 2, 3, etc.)
Print your memory verses onto the index cards, including the
Scripture references along with the text of the passage. Choose one
card with the verse your family will learn first and place it behind the
“Daily” tab in the box. Put the rest of the Bible memory cards in the
front of the box, ahead of your tabbed dividers.
Begin working with just one verse, reading it aloud as a family (or
each person individually) a few times a day (breakfast and dinner
times, before bed, etc.). Once everyone in the family has memorized
the first verse, move it behind either the “Odd” or “Even” tab, to be
read on odd or even days of the month, and select a new Bible memory
verse for your daily tab.
Each time your family memorizes a Bible verse, you’ll advance the
cards farther back in the box, so that eventually, each day you’ll be
reading aloud Scriptures from behind four dividers: daily, odd or even,
the day of the week, and the date of the month. This method allows
you to continually review and reinforce the Bible verses you’ve already
learned while learning new ones at your own pace.
From www.SimplyCharlotteMason.com/timesavers/memorysys
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Where were you born?
What’s your birthday?
Who is your favorite author?
What’s your favorite board game?
What’s your favorite book?
What’s your favorite movie?
What’s your favorite color?
Where is your favorite summer vacation spot?
What’s your favorite food?
What’s your favorite subject in school?
If you could time-travel, what era would you visit?
What’s your favorite fruit?
What’s your favorite sport?
What’s the name of your first pet?
What’s your favorite holiday?
What’s your favorite season? Winter, spring, summer, or fall?
What is your favorite flower?
If you could have a superpower, what would it be?
What’s your favorite kind of candy?
Which one: dogs or cats?
Which one: chocolate or vanilla?
Which one: Mac or PC?
Which one: the mountains or the beach?
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Which one: sunrise or sunset?
Which one: crunchy or smooth peanut butter?
Which one: dark chocolate or milk chocolate?
If you were an animal, what would you be?
If you were a dessert, what would you be?
If you were a car, what model would you be?
If you were a musical instrument, what would you be?

You can also use questions from the Question Jar for this game!
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